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standard Quality
A

N article that is universally given the
appellation "Standard " is thereby
conceded to be the Criterion, to which
are compared all other things of a similar
nature. For instance, the Sovereign is the
Standard unit of currency, because it must
legally contain aspecific proportion of pure
gold, and the fact of its being Genuine is
guaranteed by the Government Stamp
thereon. As a protection to the users of
this currency against counterfeiting and other tricks, considerable
money is expended in maintaining a Secret Service Bureau of
Experts. Under the law, citizen manufacturers must depend to a
great extent upon Trade Marks ana similar devices to protect
themselves against counterfeit proaucts—without the aid of
"Government Detectives " or " Public Opinion " to assist them.
Consequently the " Consumer's, Protection " against misrepresentation and "inferior quality" rests entirely upon the integrity
and responsibility of the " Manufacturer."
A. G. Spalding & Bros. have, by their rigorous attention to
"Quality" for thirty-five years, caused their Trade Mark to become
known throughout the world as a Guarantee of Quality as dependable in their field as the Sovereign is in its field.
The necessity of upholding the guarantee of the Spalding Trade
Mark and maintaining the Standard Quality of their Athletic Goods
is, therefore, as obvious as is the necessity of the Government in
maintaining a Standard Currency.
Thus each consumer is not only insuring himself, but also protecting other consumers, when he assists a Reliable Manufacturer
in upholding his Trade Mark and all that it stands for. Therefore
we urge all users of our Athletic Goods to assist us in maintaining
the Spalding Standard of Excellence, icy insisting that our Trade
Mark be plainly stamped on ail athletic goods which they buy,
because without this precaution our best efforts towards maintaining Standard Quality and preventing fraudulent substitution
will be ineffectual.
Manufacturers of Standard Articles invariably suffer the reputation of being high-priced, and this sentiment is fostered and
emphasised by makers of "inferior goods," with whom low prices
are the main consideration.
A manufacturer of recognised Standard Goods, with areputation
to uphold and a guarantee to protect, must necessarily have higher
prices than a manufacturer of cheap goods, whose idea of and
basis of a claim for Standard Quality depends principally upon the
eloquence of the salesman.
We know from experience that there is no quicksand more
unstable than poverty in quality—and we avoid this quicksand by
Standard Quality.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
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SPALDING'S
ATHLETIC
LIBRARY.
1

T is a matter of common knowledge that nowhere in the

world does sport appeal so much to the masses and the
classes as in the United Kingdom.
tend it is here, too,
that books of an athletic character, whether they are devoted
to a particular sport or to athletics in general, have alarger
number of readers than in any other country.
One of the chief faults, however, of previous books on
sport, was the fact that they were inaccessible to the average
individual on account of their high price. This the publishers
of Spalding's Athletic Library have obviated, by placing
a fixed price of 6d. nett. on each of the series, thus making it
an easy matter for anyone to obtain instruction in the sport in
which he or she is interested, for an absolutely nominal sum.
In less than two years Spalding's Athletic Library
has made a name for itself with the British reading public
that cannot be equalled by any similar sporting library in the
country. And this is not surprising, when one realises that for
Sixpence one can get clearer and fuller instruction than can
be had elsewhere at amuch higher price.
It is the intention of the publishers to follow no the
f

I

publication of the present numbers of the series with otherD,
until every known branch of sport is dealt with, meanwhile
replacing some of the present series with new books to keep
the library up-to-date.

The British Sports Pakleshing Co., Ltd.

SPALDING ATHLETIC.'LIBRARV
Giving fhe Titles of all Spalding A11110c Library
Books now in print, grouped for ready. reference
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Group I.
No.

iz.

Cricket.
Ranjitsinhji.

No. iq.

No.

Athletic
Accomplishments.

How to Swim and Save Life, by
C. Al. Daniels, H. Johannson

Football.

and A. Sinclair,
No. 3r,

Rowing and Boating, by Captain

No. 35.

Roller Skating Guidc,

Frank Beddington.

How to Play Soccer, by Seven
Internationals.

No. zq,

zi.

Cricket, by Tom Hayward.

Group II.
No. iq.

Group .XIII.

How to Play Cricket, by Prince

How to Play Rugby, by "Old
International."

Group IV.
No.

it.

Lawn Games.

Spalding's Lawn Tennis Guide,
by P. A. Vaile.

No. 57.

Bowling

Guide

and_

How

to

Play Bowls.

Group V.
No. ro.

Golf.

How to Play
Braid.

Golf, by James

Group VI.
No. 25.

Group XI V.
No.

2,

No..

5.

No.

3.

Manly Sports.

How to Wrestle.
How to Punch the Bag
Jiu jitsu.

No. 6.

Boxing.

No.

Dumb Bells.

4

No. 26.

Indian Club Exercises

Hockey.

Hockey-Guide for Men and
Women, by H. L. Bourke
("Circle" of the Sportsman.)

Group XII.

Athletics.

No. 16.

Athletic Training for Schoolboys.

No.

8.

How to Sprint.

No.

g.

How to run zoo yards, by J. W.
Morton.

No. 56,

Distance

and

No. $8.

How to become
Thrower,

Group XVI.

Physical Culture.

No.

7.

Ten Minutes' Exercise for .Busy .

No.

i.

Muscle Building.

Men.

No. 48.

Care of the Body.

No. 49•

Physical Training Simplified.

No. 53. Physical Education and Hv>7iene.

Cross-Country

Running.
a

Weight

Group XVI1.
No. qz.

Lacrosse.

How to Play Lacrosse,
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Group I.
No.

12.--Cricket

Cricket.
Guide' and

How to Play Cricket.'
By Prince Ranjitsinhji. Every lgver of
the King of Games
should have a copX of
this book by ones of
England's most popular
idols. Contains explanations
3n
th e
different strokes; on
bowling; on wicketkeeping; on what to
do and what to avoid
in order to become an expert. In fact, it
leaves nothing unsaid that should appear
in a work of this kind. Fully illustrated.
Price 6d.

No.-17.—Cricket
By .Tom Hayward
(Surrey XI:),`holder of
record for-runs (3,518)
scored in one season.
Joint holder of record
with Mr. C, B. Fry for
centuries. The author
dwells particularly on
the need of good fielding, catching as well as
throwing in. Wicketkeeping and Bowling
are treated in separate chapters and everything that'the player should do or avoid
is plainly pointed out. But it is to Batting,
in which he is at present without a peer,
that he devotes over half ,the text matter.
From the selection of abat he'goes right
through the entire list of -strokes, dealing
with the Straight Bat, Body Balance,
Forward and Back Play,, Half Cock, the
Forward, Square, and Late Cuts, the
Chop, the Off and On Drives, ,the Push
Stroke, Leg Glance, Square-Leg Hitting,
Long-Leg Hit, the Hook and Pull Stroke.
Over 40 full-page photos of the author
and Strudwick (Surrey XI.) in action.
The best book on Cricket at any price.
Price 6d.

Group II.

Football.

No. 14.—Football Guide
How to

and

Play Soccer.

Edited by "McW."
of Football Star and
Leader:
Articles
on
"How to Play Inside
Right," "How to Play
Half-Back" "How to
P1ayOutside Forward."
by S. Bloomer, J. T.
Robertson, J. Kirwan
(record holders of International
caps for
England,
Scotland,
and Ireland respectively).
"How to Keep Goal," by
J. Ashcroft ; " How to Play Centre
Forward," by A. Common (both Englisli
Internationals in their respective positions). " How to Play Full Back," by
A. McCombie (Scottish International)
"How to Play Centre Half," by W. Bull
(International Reserve for England).
Advice to Young Footballers," by J.
Cameron (Manager Tottenham Hotspurs).
A Chat on many Football Topics. by
"McW.," and Laws of the Game. The
best book of its kind ever published.
Price 6d.

No. 24.—Rugby Guide and How
to Play Rugby.
By
"Old International."
The author,
who has been connected with the game
as
an
International
Player and interested
follower. of the game
for over twenty
years, playing every
position in the team
at some time or other,
treats on each position from an expert
point of view, at the same time being
careful to explain the meaning of
technical terms in such language that
the veriest novice cannot fail to understand him.
Not content with text
matter, he demonstrates his arguments

SPALDING ATHLETIC LIBRARY
with many diagrams, which are so
patent that a child cannot fail to comprehend what he is driving at. Kicking,
Touch Finding, The Position of the
Backs, Tackling and Fielding are the
salient points in the chapter on Full
Back. Picking Up, The Drop at Goal,
Intercepting, The Straight Run, The
Wing's Work, is the make up of Tl,e
Three-quarter Back" article. In the Half
Back article he treats on The Reverse
Pass, Feinting, Throwing-out of Touch.
and "The Rover."
Following Up,
Dribbling, Holding, Passing and Repassing and Scrummaging are the chief
attributes of The Forward according to
his views. r-.These chapters, with additional articles on The Art of Passing,
Position --of Units forming the Threequarter Line, Disposition of Three-quarter
Backs, Cross Running and In Passing
Tactical Methods of Attack, The Triple
Feint, with over 30 full-page photos of
International matches and International
players, showing what to do and what
to avoid, complete a book that is the
acme of all that a book on Rugby should
be. Price 6d.

Group IV.
Lawn Games.
No.

11.—Lawn
and

How

Tennis
to

Play

Guide
Lawn

Tennis.
By P. A. X/ ai:e, author
of"Modern Lawn Tennis," "Swerve, or the
Flight of the Ball," &c.
This work is an expert
treatise on the game.
The author compares
the different methods
in use
in England,
America and Australasia.
Shows all the
different strokes, explains the single game, the doubles, mixed
doubles, Ladies' singles and doubles.
Separate paragraphs are also devoted to :
practice and training ;the value of rotation ;defective hold of the racket ;position
of the striker out's partner.
Nothing
contained in the game is lacking.
Price 6d.

No.

b7.—Bowling Guide and
How to Play Bowls.
By G. T. Burrows.
The Editor devotes
chapters to : The
Development
of
Bowls — Different
Styles of Bowls—
Rink Game Records
—Crown
Green
Bowls — How
to
Play Crown Green
Bowls — The Professional
Crown
Green Game—How to Play the Rink
Game—Duties of Nos. i, 2, and 3—Dut es
of a Skip—Other Kinds of Bowls—Temperafnent of Bowls, &c. Price 6d.

Group V

. Golf.

No. 10.—Golf Guide and How
to Play Golf.
By James Braid,
Open Champion for
1905-6 and igio. Fully
illustrated with photos
of the champion in
action, showing every
move from the grip of
the clubs down to the
finish of the stroke.
Every phase of golf is
taken up in separate
chapters. The upward
swing the top of the swing -, the downwardswing ;the finish of the drive :shots
with different clubs; effect of wind on
these shots with diagrams, &c.. It will
improve any golfer's game. Price 6d.

Group VI.

Hockey.

No. 2b.—Hockey, "The Game
that Grows," for Men and
Women
Edited by H.
L.
Bourke (" Circle " of
the Sportsman).
The
,.P.,...:.a:,A?i . book is divided into
A' "' MEN'k•&
four parts as follows :
"The Game that
w
Grows," by the Editor;
inudKc;
"Auld Lang Syne," by
A. L. Frampton. Vicepresident of theHockey
Association: "Hockey
at the Varsities," by the Twin Brothers
Robinson, English Internationals ; "The

?j`PAkDTNG
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Game in France," by Principal E. I'.
Denny; "The Game in Wales," by R. V.
Johnson,
Welsh International, West
Country; "Hockey," by Basil Hatch, Hon.
Sec., Western Counties Hockey Association, constitute Part I.
"The Art of
Goalkeeping,"
"
Full Back," byby
R. Stanley
H.
-,
Milne;
R. "Ethics
Brazierof
Half Back Play," by G. B. Crowder;
"Centre Half Brevities." by E. W. Page ;
"Facts for Forwards," by Norman Nightingale, constitute Part II., each article of
which is written by an International.
Part III. consists of a list of prominent
clubs and what they are doing; a list of
the prominent players, with short biographies; and an account of the Hockey
doings in the different counties-, and
Part IV. is devoted to Hockey for Women.
"Hockey as a Game for Women,' "Its
Organisation and Growth," " Hints to
Beginners," each of which has beer_
written by Miss M. A. Julius, Hon. Sec..
All England Ladies' Hockey Association;
"International Ladies' Hockey," written
by Miss E. G. Johnson, International for
England; and "Full Back Play," by Miss
Florence Mack, Hon. Sec., Northern
Ladies' Hockey Association
The best
book on Hockey at any price or in any
country.
Over 5o hill-page photos of
prominent players and officials, male and
female. Price 6d.

Group XII.
No. 16.—Athletic

pionship of England in 1897, and the
Olympic Steeplechase Championship at
Paris in 1goo. Mr. Orton has had charge
of school athletics for years, and therefore knows every department of track
and field sport. In this book he gives
general ideas on training, and then takes
up separate branches of athletics, such as
Sprinting from the hundred to the quarter,
the distance events from 88o yards, Cross
Country Running, the Hurdles, High and
Long Jumps, Pole Vault, Shot, Hammer
and Discus.
Over 40 full-page photos
illustrate the text and explain in detail the
different correct styles for each branch of
track and field athletics. A book worth
perusing by the expert as well as the
novice. Price 6d.

No. S.—How to Sprint.
A complete and detailed account of how
to train for the short
HOW To SI)RIIYp
distances. Every athlete who aspires to be
a sprinter can study
this book to advantage
and gain a great deal
of useful knowledge.
Illustrated from photo.
graphs showing correct
and incorrect methods. Price 6d.
S PA LDI NG;S

Athletics.
Training for

Schoolboys.
By George W. Orton,
•SPALDIN3
of Canada. The author
has
been a champion
AnucirTjuinw
/r$tHOL BOYS,
at every distance from
one to ten miles. He
is the only Canadian
who every won an English distance Championship, and also the
only Canadian who
won a world's championship in a distance
cvent, winning the Steeplechase Cham-

No. O.—How To Run 100 Yards.
By J. W. Morton,
loo yards British chamPALDING'
pion and loo and 120
yards ,Canadian cham.0"
pion.
Written with
NOW
the express purpose of
TO
initiating novices into
RUN
the mysteries of a good
too
YARDS
style and tended to
improve the sprinting
of short-distance runners. His own success
demonstrates the value of his instructions.
Fully illustrated with photographs of the
author in action. Price 6d.

•
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No. 88.—How to become a

No. 31 .— Boating and Boat

Weight Thrower.

Racing

By James S. Mitchel,
SPALDIN1 ,S
Champion American
weight
thrower,
and
now
osccor,E
holder of American,
Irish, British, and CanaWEIGHT.
'y
.7rR0WE
l
l
•
s,'ae 1.
dian
championships.
Probably no other man
in the world has had the
varied and long experience of James S. Mitchel
in the weight-throwing
department of athletics. The book is
written in an instructive way, and gives
valuable information, not only for the
novice, but for the expert as well. It is
replete with lifelike illustrations of
Champion John Flanagan throwing the
hammer, Dennis Horgan, British and
Irish champion shot-putter, and others.
Price 6d.

Group XIII.

'
Athlefic_

Accomplishments.
r.
No. 21 .— How to Swim and Save
Life.
By C. M. Daniels
(World's Record
Holder), Hjalmar
Johannson (Winner
King's Cup, 1904), and
Archibald Sinclair.
Hints
to Beginners,
Preparatory Land Exercises,
Breast, Side,
Trudgeon-and Crawl
Strokes, How'to Train
for a.
a.
,
Race,`-Hints .
on
Racing, Hlrw•to Cfioose one's Distance,
biSing, Front and Back Dives, Plunge for
Distance; Floating, Ornamental Swimn;,ing, Somersaults, The Rolling Log, Speed
SW
immifig on the Breast, Speed Swimming qri the'Back, Speed Swimming and
Life Saving,-Relative Speed Rates in
swimming 1897 and 1907. Over 5o fullpage photos of C. IN1. Daniels, and leading
swimmers and officials.
A book for
novices and speed swimmers. Price 6d.

Edited by Frank
Beddington.
T he
Editor devotes chapters to Boat-pulling
Ordinary, Learning
to Scull, Learning to
Row, the
Racing
Boat, Finer points
about Sculling in relation to speed, Finer
points about Rowing
in relation to Speed,
Different Styles, &c., some Scullers Ihave
known and their Methods, How to Train,
How to Race, practical hints about' boats
and boating of all sorts, the care of boats,
&c. Fully illustrated. Price 6d.
No. 35 .— Roller Skating Guide.
By P. H. Burchell.
Contains directions for
becoming proficient as
a fancy acid trick roller
skater.
Pictures
of
prominent trick skaters
in action, champions,
&c. Price 6d.

Group XIY,

Manly
Sports.

No. 2.—How to Wrestle.
Without question the
most complete and upto-date book on Wrestling that has ever been
printed. Edited by
F. R. Toombs, and devoted principally. to
special poses and illustrations by Georges
Hackenschmidt,
the
"Russian Lion."
It
shows the champion in many pose's and
also contains a special article on."-Traiiling," in which he gives rgood ad'•,ice.'to
beginners.
The book also ':cont'ms- fn
addition many full pages of poses by Tom
Jenkins and other famous wrestlers.
Price 6d.

SPALDING ATHLETIC LIBRARY =••.
No. 5.—How to Punch the Bag.

No. 4.— Dumb Bells.

By W. H. Rothwell
(" Young
Corbett ")
This book is undoubtedly the best treatise
of bag punching that
has ever been printed.
Every variety of blow
used in training is
shown and explained.
The pictures comprise
thirty-three
full-page
reproductions of Young
Corbett at work in his training quarters.
Price 6d.

This is undoubtedly
the best work on dumb
bells that has ever been
offered. The book contains zoo photographs
of all the various exercises, with the instructions in large readable
type. It should be in
the hands of every
,'
teacher and pupil of
physical culture, and is
invaluable for home exercise as
Price 6d.

well. ,

No. 26.—Indian Caia'b Exercises.
No. 3.—Jiu Jitsu.
A comolcte description of this famous
Japanese system
of
self defence.
Each
move is thoroughly
explained and illustrated with numerous
full-page pictures of
Messrs. A. Minami and
K. Koyama, two of the
most famous exponents
of-the art of; Ju Jitsu, who posed especially for this. book. Be sure and ask for
the. Spalding Athletic Library Book on Jiu
Jitsu._ _Price. 6d.

By Professor E. B.
Warman,
the
wellknown exponent of
physical culture.
By
following the directions carefully any one
can become an expert.
Price 6d.

Group XVI.
Physical Culture.

NO. 6.—Boxing Guide.
For many years
books have been issued
on the art of boxing,
but it has remained fo
us to arrange a book
that we think is sure
to meet all demands.
It contains over 70
pages of illustrations,
showing all the latest
blows, posed especially
for this book under the
supervision of awell-known instructor of
boxing, who makes a speciality of teaching and knows how to impart his knowledge. They are so arranged that any one
can become proficient. Price 9d.

No. 7.—Ten

Minutes' Exercise

for Busy

Men.

By Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick, Director of
Physical Training in
the New York public
schools. Anyone who
is looking for a concise
and complete course of
physical education at
home would do well
to procure a copy of
this book. Ten minutes
work as directed is
exercise any one can follow. It already
has had alarge sale, and has been highly
commended by all who have followed its

•_SPALDING ATHLETIC LIBRARY ./
Instructions.
Nearly ioo pages of illustrations and ioo of Text. Price 6d.
No. 1—Muscle Building.
By Dr. Luther H.
Gulick,
Director
of
Physical Training in
the New York Public
Schools.
A complete
treatise on the correct
method of acquiring
muscular strength.
Illustrated with numerous full-page engravings. Price 6d.

No. 48.—The Care of the

Body.

A book that all who
S pALDING S
value
health should
read and follow its in;SCIENTIFIC.'
structions. By Prof.
PHYSICAL
E. B. Warman, the
..TRAINING_.
4M
;
well -known lecturer
and authority on physiit1E BODY'
cal culture. The subject
ia do.
,
is thoroughly treated,
as a glance at the
following small portion
of the contents shows:—
An all-round athlete ;muscular Christianity; eating; bill of fare for brain
workers; bill of fare for muscle makers ;
what to eat and drink; a simple diet.
Trice 6d.

•
y

No. 40 — Physical

Training

..Simplified.
By Prof. E. B. Warman, the well-known
physical culture expert.
Is acomplete,thorough,
and practical book
where the whole man is
considered—brain and
body.
By following
the instructions no
apparatus is required.
The book is adapted for
both sexes. The exercises comprise directions as follows:—
How to stand; how to sit ;how to rest ,
breathing. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d.

No. b8.—Physical Education
and Hygiene.
By Prof. E. B. Warman. A glance at the
contents shows
the
variety of subjects :
PHYSICAL`
Chapter I.—Basic prin, El)U(AnoN
ciples; longevity.
• &OYGIENEr Chapter II.—Hints on
heating; food values;
the uses of salt. ChapTiW E!1 Bnrmun
ter III.—Medicinal
P•
value of certain foods."
Chapter IV.—The efficaey of sugar; sugar, food for muscular
work; eating fortrength and endurance ;
fish as brain food ;food for the children.
Chapter V.—Digestibility'; bread; appendicitis due to flour. Chapter VI.—Hints
on drinking—Water, milk, buttermilk, tea,
coffee; how to remain young. Chapter
VII.—Hints on bathing ;cold, hot, warm,
tepid, salt, sun, air, Russian, Turkish,
cabinet. Chapter VIII.—Hints onbreathing, breathlessness, heart strain, second
wind, yawning, the art of yogi. Price 6d

SPALDING'S
"nxnvnc. LIARN

Group XVII. Lacrosse.
No. 42.—Lacrosse.
Contains English
Lacrosse, Past, Present,
and Future, Handling
a Lacrosse Stick, Plays
necessary for all Positions, The Game, The
Defence Systems, The
Player and his Position, The Team Laws
of Lacrosse, &c., &c.
Price 6d.

Group XII.

No. SS.—Distance and Cross
Uountry Running.
By J. H. Hardwick.
The most up-to-date
book of its kind on the
market. Containing
chapters on the following subjects: England
the Home of Distance
Running; Middle Distance Running; Advice
on Training; The
Quarter Mile;
The
Half Mile; The Mile;
Dietary Massage;
Cross Country Sport; Marathon Race
How to Train for same, &c.

JAMES S. MITCHEL.

Photo by Steinberg.
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GROUP :III.

No. 58.

H ow to Become
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JAMES S. MITCHEL
The author, Mr. James S. Mitchel, is, without question, amost
notable man in athletics. He has had along and active career—
an honorable career—and has been in competition longer than
any other roan in America. He has won more championships
than any other athlete, and no later than the year 1905 secured
the National Championship of America at Portland, Oregon.
To give in detail Champion Mitchel's entire athletic career
would require a very large volume. He began athletics in 1885
as a sprint runner, and was recognized as avery good one. At
various times he (competed in other events, such as jumping,
hurdle racing, etc., and finally tjok up weight throwing as the
one sport it was his intention to follow for the remainder of his
athletic days. His record proves how well he has mastered the
art of weight throwing. Mr. William B. Curtis remarked to the
writer in 18gI, on Manhattan Field, that James S. Mitchel was
the most remarkable weight thrower he ever "clapped eyes on,"
from the fact that he threw the hammer 145 feet from aseven'foot circle, and in that particular performance used but about onehalf of the circle.
At times Mr. Mitchel has also been prominent at shot putting.
He has not excelled at that sport as well as he has in hammer
throwing, but he has always been around the top rung of the
ladder. He has repeatedly told the writer that as a matter of
fact a man who was a good weight thrower could not be an
equally proficient shot putter, and vice-versa. Mr. Mitchel has
many years to go in his athletic career, and the writer takes great
pleasure in chronicling the fact that in all he has won eighty-one
championship brackets.

J
AMES E. SULLIVAN.

4
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JAMES S. MITCHEUS RECORD
The following is acomplete list of the championships won by
James S. Mitchel:
A. A. U. National Championships.
Throwing 16-lb. hammer-1889, 18go, i8gi, 1892, 1893, 1894,
1896 and i9o3Throwing 56-1b. weight for distance-1891, 1892, 1893,

1$95,

18 94, 18 95►

1896, 1897, 1900, 1903 and 1905.
Throwing 56-1b. weight for height-1893.
A. A. U. Indoor Championships.
Throwing 56-1b. weight for height-18go and 1897.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1897.
Throwing the discus-1897•
Metropolitan A. A. U. Championships.
Throwing 56-1b. weight-1889, 1890, 18gi, 1892, 1893,
1896, 1897 and 1902.
Throwing 16-1b. hammer-1889, 18go,

1891,

1892,

18 94,

1893,

18 95,

18 94,

1895 and 1896.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1895 and 18g6.
N. A. A. A. A. Ckampionsliip.
Throwing 56-1b. weight-1888.
Canadian Championships.
Throwing 16-lb. hammer—i8go, 1892, 1894, 1895, 1896 and 1903.
Throwing 56-1b. weight-1889, 18go, 18gi, 1892, 1894 and 1895.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1892.
Throwing the discus-1903.

SPALDING'S
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English. Championships.
Throwing 16-lb. hammer-1886, 1887 and 1888.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1886 and 1887.
Irish Championships, G&elic A. A.
Throwing 16-lb. hammer-1885, 1886, 1887 and 1888.
Throwfng 56-1b. weight-1885, 1886, 1887 and 1888.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1886, 1887 and 1888.
Throwing 7-lb. weight-1886, 1887 and 1888.
Putting 28-1b. weight-1887.
Throwing 14-lb. weight-18$8.
Irish A. A. A. Chamtionship.
Putting 16-lb. shot-1887.
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INTRODUCTION
It is now impossible to accurately ascertain at what particular
period men began to throw weights in a competitive form. Probably the first feats occurred when the rude inhabitants of the
primeval forests sallied forth with a filing-stone, to chase the wild
boar.

No doubt, in due course, when the ancient hunters tired of

the novelty of the chase, they would engage each other in a test
to learn who could pitch his sling the furthest.

But, whether or

not this supposition is correct, it is certain that games of stone
putting, javelin slinging, hammer and discus throwing are very
old forms of athletic sport, and date back centuries anterior to the
Christian era.
The first authentic mention of stone putting and hammer
throwing appears in the "Book of Leinster" in connection with
the Tailtin games, inaugurated in Ireland A. M. 3370, or exactly
1,829 years before the birth of Christ.
As these games were instituted 600 years prior to the first
Olympiad, the Greeks are therefore indebted to the early Irish
for the idea of the Hellenic carnival.

In the Tailtin programme

throwing the hammer was termed the Toth cleas, which means,
N,\-heel feat, and the first great champion was Cuhullian, who excelled all the men of his time, A. M. 5099; and, fortunately, perhaps, for the self-esteem of his latest emulators, the exact records
of this antique celebrity have never

been published.

Putting the

stone, the parent of all forms of shot putting, was a popular
event of the ancient programme, and through centuries of turmoil
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and strife remained a favorite pastime of the Celt.
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Scotland,

too, has been aprolific nursery for noted stone putters, and there
is perhaps no more charming stanzas in Scott's idyllic poem, "The
Lady of the Lake," than where the giant:
"Douglas rent an earth-fast stone
From its deep bed then heaved it high,
And sent the fragment through the sky,
A rood beyond the farthest mark;—
And still in Stirling's royal park,
The grey-haired sires who knew the past,
To strangers point the Douglas-cast,
And moralize on the decay
Of Scottish strength in modern day."

However, a time came when men began to eschew the graniteoffspring snatched from the rugged bosom of nature for the iron
sphere now generally in use.

This permanent adoption of the

shot was suggested by its popularity as a missile at the games of
the various military organizations which had always access to a
recherche assortment of cannon balls and shells, admirably adapted
for the purpose, and the boorish boulder was thenceforth relegated
to the placid though slightly sedentary occupation of gathering
moss.
During the transition period the weight of the shot was regulated to suit the versatile fancies of the different games committees, but the necessity of more uniformity was making itself
felt in proper quarters, for in the annual "College Races," of Dublin
University; in 186o, an iron 16-pound shot was used.

Sometimes

the 16-pound shot has been termed a weight, for the reason that
in the old table of weights and measures 16 pounds was classed
a "weight," and

14

pounds a "stone,"

In the Oxford and Cam-

bridge and English championship programmes of 1866 the iron
shot was used for the first time.

When the New York A. C. was

founded, in 1868, almost the first items purchased were an iron

8
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shot, hammer and a square iron 56-pound weight, with a round
ring; and pictures of these curios are to be seen among the early.
pictures of "Winged Foot" athletics.

Originally the 56-pound

weight was pushed from the shoulder, but in time men became
dissatisfied with small throws and they began to swing it with
a ring or hook and longer throws was the result.
From being swung between the legs the style was changed to
a swing around, with unlimited run and follow, and seemingly
phenomenal distances were made.

Then the two-hand throwing

from the seven-foot circle was introduced, and the latest innovation is a double turn, which is bound to remain the desideratum
of prospective champions for future time.
The hammer underwent some transformation, too, from the
old iron head with stiff spade-tree handle to the lead head with
piano wire handle and loops at the extreme end for .the hands.
Discus throwing was introduced in America in 1896, and is
atypical Grecian sport.

From the popularity which it has assumed

it has evidently come to stay.
The object of this little volume is to give beginners some advice
on their primary efforts when aprofessional or experienced coach
is not available.

The suggestions offered could doubtless be

clothed in a more copious style and with more grandiloquent
detail, but in treating the rudiments of any particular sport it is
advisable that the treatise be plain and brief as possible.

The

briefer the admonition the more easy will it be to memorize the
vital points.
The illustrations for

the

book

were

John Flanagan and Dennis Horgan.

posed by Champions
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THROWING THE HAMMER
There is no heavy-weight exercise which requires greater ac
tivity for effective manipulation than throwing the hammer.

To

achieve anything like a record distance a man must not alone
have strength and agility, but he must have a placid nerve, a cool
head and all the confidence born of a conscious superiority.
Of these qualities, confidence is the most essential, for it superinduces a certain rhythm of the muscular power at all times
necessary.

Of course, there is ,
a particular knack which can best

be explained by a skillful performer, but in case he is not to be
had the student of the game would perhaps do well to follow the
routine advanced here.
This method of throwing the missile is the one practiced by
John Flanagan, holder of the world's record, and for speed and
style cannot be very well excelled.
It may be as well to state at the beginning that no man ever
sent the hammer as far with one turn as with two; that is, provided he had the proper plan of executing the double turn.

For

concise purpose, then, it is better to mention that the two turns
should be used at all times.

Not a few have tried three turns

with seeming success, but there is not such an advantage between
three turns and two turns as between one and two; and, anyway,
two turns inside the seven-foot circle without a foul generally
taxes the activity of the most agile.
The man wishing to devote his attention

to

the sport should

first of all secure a serviceable hammer with wire handle and

POSITION OF THE FEET AT THE START OF THE HAMMER.

SPALDING'S
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Flanagan uses the Spalding No. o6 championship

with ball bearing swivel.

These loops should be of strong

steel wire and should be of a texture that would not bend or
sag.

For extensive practice it is best to wear leather gloves or

to wrap the loops with some soft substance, which will prevent
their cutting into the fingers.

After a while, when the hands be-

come hardened, the wrapping and gloves could be dispensed with
altogether.
Always, before commencing practice, it would be well to examine the wires and see that there is no sign of a break, for a
misthrow or parting of the head from the handle is one of the
most discouraging features of the practice of the beginner.
Before starting to swing the hammer around his head, which
is the preliminary movement, the thrower should be sure of the
position of his feet.

He should stand at the top of the circle,

with the right foot on Fig. iand the left on Fig.

2,

at the opposite

side from which he intends to throw.
The feet should be about two feet or so apart and with the
toes of both almost touching the circle.
In swinging the hammer over the head, the arms should be held
as straight out frown the body as possible, so that the hammer
handle and arms will look like one and the same connecting rod
with the body.

As the hammer travels round the body, as much

freedom as possible should be given the shoulders and the hands
should swing well behind the head, thereby describing as large a
circle as possible in the air.

The secret of this is that considerable

momentum is imparted to the flying ball with very little loss of
vital force.
After two or three swings, when the thrower feels that he has
acquired enough speed in the missile, let him heave his body off
his toes, bringing the right leg clean around to Fig. 3and to left to

A LOOSE

STRAIGHT SWING, WITH THE ARMS STRETCHED OUT,
BEFORE STARTING THE FIRST TURN.
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This movement will bring the feet exactly behind their

original position and further in on the circle, about halfway.
To make the first turn effectively it is best that the hammer
thrower should have the body turning somewhat in advance of the
hammer, as it will prepare him for a good heave the second
time.

The thrower should land on his toes on his first spin

around, and without the least delay should jump around again,
the right foot landing on Fig. 5and the left on Fig. 6.

The second

turn should be made with all possible speed, at the same time reserving

atrifle

of his power for the final heave, off which

is

one

of the most essential points of a good throw.
One great fault with most men who are anxious to figure
prominently with the hammer is that they get discouraged when
;they cannot accomplish a championship
weeks practice.

distance after a few

It takes time and trouble to be a successful

`ball player, foot bailer, runner or jumper, and with the ham;mer the same way.

Because a man does not throw well on

his first attempt he should not abandon the exercise.

If he

falls when trying the turn, let him keep at it, and by persevering he will eventually learn the proper balance and speed,
and this once gained, he will be on the high road to
cess.

When

Flanagan first attempted to

execute the

suc-

double

turn he stated that he fell flat on his back—upset by the force of
his own momentum.

But he stuck at it, tried again and again,

'went turning, twisting and wriggling all over a ten-acre field
until, after about two weeks hard work, he mastered the intricacy
of the double evolution.

Like the art of swimming, once attained,

it stays with an athlete while he remains in active competition
One thing a beginner should not forget and that
cannot throw often enough at first.

is,

When he can reach

that he
Ito

or

BEGINNING OF THE SECOND TURN-WELL UP ON THE TOES.
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130 feet he need not work so hard, but the great secret at first

is

to Throw, THROW, THROW.
An idea gained ground some years ago that to be a successful
hammer thrower a man had to be specially prepared like a prize
fighter or six-day pedestrian.

Such an idea is erroneous.

Let a

man eat plenty of wholesome food, but avoid stogy stuffs, such
as puddings, pastry and any food which will cause unnecessary
strain on the digestive organs.

A rubdown after a hard practice

will keep the muscles limber and prevent soreness.

This, added

to his work with the hammer, a little attention to his general
health and sleep, will form the entire routine of preparation for
a hammer thrower.
A few points to be remembered:
Stand well up on the toes when throwing.
Make the turns as fast as possible, but be sure that the second
is faster than the first.
Keep the mind centred on the effort.
Always be determined.

THE

BALANCE-AFTER LETTING THE HAMMER, FLY.

HAMMER THROWING DIAGRAM.
Seven-toot Circle.

Turn full around from 1-2 to 3-4, which is the first turn; then full around
again, from 3-4 to 5 -d,

START OF THE PUTT-JUST BEFORE TAKING; THE HOP.
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PUTTING THE SHOT
Putting the shot is a heavy weight exercise that requires a
considerable

amount

cular action.

of

study,

adaptability,

and

quick

mus-

To achieve anything like a respectable distance

with the sphere every fibre of the athlete's body must work
in unison and the preliminary movements of the putt must
be so timed and arranged as to lead up to one concentrated
effort in the final heave.

Coe, Rose and Horgan, leaders in the

event at the present day, while somewhat dissimilar in build and
style, get the same tremendous drive at the finish which is the
acme of perfection.

For ayoung man, then, to become proficient

in the event the best plan is to watch one of these performers and
copy his style.

If he cannot find the opportunity to observe any

one of the trio at work some other less prominent performer may
serve for a model on whose method the learner could afterward
improve.

But, should there be none at all to copy, the aspirant

will be aided in the cultivation of a proper style by the method
suggested here, which is a sort of a composite gleaned from the
leading weight putters of the past decade.
The first thing necessary is to learn how to hold the shot in his
hand.

It may, no doubt, seem rather

silly

to advise the athlete

flow an iron ball should be properly held, or .that it should make
any material difference as to what manner the hand should grasp
the missile; but it has been clearly demonstrated that several feet
can be added to the putt by adhering to one particular style.
When the shot is held in the hand, the athlete should not try

LANDING IN THE CENTRE OF THE CIRCLE
HEAVE.

BEFORE THE FINAL
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to grasp .it tightly, for in the endeavor to tighten the fingers on
the ball the sinews of the wrist are thereby stiffened, and on this
account the forearm must necessarily lose a good deal of its
accustomed power.

The fingers and the palm of the hand should,

form a cup and the shot should rest comfortably in it, the main
portion of the weight falling on the base of the index, middle
and ring finger, and the corresponding part of the palm of the
hand.

The thumb and little finger play no very active part and

should not be taxed with any of the weight of the shot and should
only .serve to prevent it slipping' off at either side.

When the

shot is held as, described, the fingers should be kept close together and care should be taken lest the weight slip backward
toward the tips, as it is detrimental to the force of the propulsion:
As to the way in which the arm is held when the shot is in hand
it is largely amatter of choice, but the best method is to keep the
elbow in such aposition that the shot rests between the point of
the shoulder and the collar bone.

Of course agreat many athletes

have short arms and cannot do this comfortably, but they should
at all times remember to hold the shot as close to the shoulder
as possible, with the elbow well in, toward the ribs.

The nearer

the hand is held to the shoulder the greater will be the force
found in the final drive; and the further away the shot is held
from the shoulder the less power will be found in the muscles
of the arm when called upon to propel the weight.
When the athlete finds he can hold the shot satisfactorily, or
after the plan described; he should try a few standing putts; that
is, with feet about eighteen inches apart.

While executing these

putts let him remember to swing his body well around to the front
before he starts to shoot out his arm, as it is more important .
to bring the heave of the shoulder into play than the speed with
which the arm straightens out. All the time he should putt in an

THE BALANCE AFTER THE SHOT HAS LEFT THE HAND.
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upward direction; or the arm when extended, to its full length,
after the shot has left, should make an angle of about 45 degrees
with the body.
16 -POUND

SHOT DIAGRAM.

Jump with the right foot from No. 1 to No. 3, bringing the left at No. 4.

Then

reverse the body, with another jump, bringing the right at No. 3 to No. 5, and
swing the left over to No. 6.

As soon as the putter finds he can make the shot travel in a
fairly straight line from the standing position, he should then
essay the full length of the circle.

All the time he should never
B

!,T

FINISH-THE BODY THROWN WELL FORWARD BEFORE THE ARM
SHOOTS OUT.
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"lose sight of the fact that the motive power for making the
weight travel is created by a rapid spring and half turn of the
body; that the arm work should be employed only in the final
part of the effort.
The method for securing the correct position may be partially
gleaned from the diagram, "Seven-foot Circle"

(on page

23).

The putter stands at the back of the circle, holds the shot in his
left hand, with the right foot on Fig.

I,

and the left on Fig.

2.

During this preparation the weight should not be removed from
the left hand, reserving the right until the moment before commencing the putt. After having thoroughly acquired his poise the
shot should be passed from the left to the right hand, and without much delay a quick hop is taken to the centre of the circle,
the right foot landing on Fig. 3, and the left on Fig. 4.

Then,

with a sharp spring, the legs are reversed and the right half of
the body is brought quickly to the front and the arm shoots out
With all the power possible to the putter; thus the right foot
will be brought to Fig. 5, while the left swings over to Fig. 6,
as a balance to keep the body from toppling over the cleet.

Any

delay made in the centre of the circle (Fig. 3) is fatal, and here
the right foot should barely touch the ground ere the final spring
is accomplished.
To a right-handed putter the main strain falls on the right
.ankle, and, in order to prevent accidents, it is best to use an
elastic stocking or rubber bandage while practicing.
The amount of work each day may be explained in a paragraph.

An athlete cannot putt often enough until he has learned

the knack, but as he grows proficient the number of putts should
be curtailed by degrees.

After he has mastered the rudiments of

:the game an average of about six or eight putts per day, with a

26
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little dumbbell exercise in the morning or evening, will be sufficient.
The athlete should at all times putt in his best style, standing'
well up on his toes and with all the dash and fire he is capableof throwing into his movements.
A few vital points to be remembered by the weight putter'
are
Don't stoop too low when starting to putt.
Don't delay in the hop to the centre of the circle.
Always remember to bring the body well around before the arrr
starts to shoot out.
Always use an iron- shot in preference to a lead one.
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THE 56-POUND WEIGHT
Throwing the 56-pound weight

is

the one exception in the

iheavy weight department that requires a substratum of strength
before the prospective competitor need reasonably hope for very
great distinction.

True enough, small and seemingly frail men

have accpmplished respectable distances, but the individual cases
have been rare.
big men.

Admittedly, it is pre-eminently a pastime for

In the old days when the, record was some ten or

twelve feet less than it is now, the competitors were more numerous, because the disparity in merit was not so striking, and if a
man failed to achieve a long throw his form was not so much
behind the champion.

The weight was then thrown with one

hand from stand without run in follow, and short throws were
usually in order, but now the missile is swung twice round with
both hands like the hammer; the throws are longer, and more
strength is required, so the different degrees of merit have been
consequently forced apace.
Throwing with two turns is more than likely to remain the
-prevailing style for many years to come; therefore, it is only on
that style these few hints to beginners are directed.
Many men are deterred from trying the "56" on account of a
dread of it being too weighty to whirl around the head.
is a mistake.

This

No matter how weak the man, he can twist the

weight around his head by contracting the muscles of his back,
holding his arms rigid, with the weight in hand, but allowing
bis body to sway slightly from the hips upward.

THE HEAVE AT THE FINISH WITH
BODY.

ALL

THE WEIGHT OF THE
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Quite often some strong looking man grasps the weight by the
crook, tries to whirl it madly round his head and narrowly escapes sweeping his cranium off in the attempt.

Had he exer-

cised the least judgment, and resorted to the wrinkle stated, he
could have swung the weight" around easily and maybe thrown
it a fair distance with a trifle assiduous perseverance.

A man

need never be afraid of swinging the weight around his head; it
is

in performing the evolutions

strength is chiefly required.

of the body afterward

that:

But there is a method of managing.

the strength, which every man who throws a "56" pound weight
should know, and which is absolutely indispensable to a first
class performance.

To convey this clearly on paper is not a

very easy matter, but it is better to begin with the initial movement of the athlete, when he steps up to have his throw.
The best method of holding the weight is to grasp the crook
with both hands, the thumbs turned towards the body and the
backs of the hands facing outward.

Many throwers turn the

hands in. an adverse position—that is, the back of one hand
turned outward and the other turned inward; but this is wrong,
as it has a contracting effect on the work of the shoulder muscles.

The bar of the crook should be also roomy, as a narrow

one brings the hands too close together and hampers the free:
movement of the chest muscles when the weight is traveling
round the head.
In assuming his position in the circle the thrower should stand
at the opposite side from which he intends the weight to fly,
with both feet at the edge of the circle, the right on Fig.
the left on Fig.

2,

I

and

and with the weight of the body partly rest-

ing on the left foot; the feet should be about

24

inches apart.

The left shoulder should be lowered a little, as it will help the
body in the turn when the thrower starts to spin.

is

BEGINNING

OF

THE

SECOND TURN-IN' TIE
CIRCLE.

CENTRE

OF

THE
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As a preliminary move, the thrower should swing the weight
;between his legs, then back to the right side, to left, and back,
well to the right side, again,; and then, with a good lively, loose
56-POUND WEIGHT DIAGRAM.

LEFT

6

LEFT

LEFT

4

2

RIGHT
HT

5

v

RIGHT
RIGHT

7Swing full around from 1-2 to 3-4, which is the first turn.

Then, again swing

from 3-4 to 5-6, the, second turn.

:swing, once around the head.

As the weight descends from be-

_hind the right side the toe of the left foot .now should be pivoted
;and a short lunge taken forward, while the right foot is being
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swished around the left; and the right will be brought over in
Fig. 3 and the left on Fig 4.

Without the least delay, another

lunge should be taken, the right foot coming to Fig. 5 and the
left to. Fig. 6.

At the same time the athlete should not for-

get to throw all his force into the final lift or heave of the
weight and he should hold himself well together as an extra bracing of the muscles will keep him from fouling.

To attempt to

jump clear around with the "56 99 is foolish, the weight and centrifugal force being too much for even the strongest athlete to
resist.

By executing the pivot on the left foot at the com-

mencement of each turn the right will almost reach its second
position before the left leaves the ground.

This plan will im-

part a sort of gliding movement to the limbs and at no time will
the two feet be off the ground together.
One —hlay bound clean around with the hammer, but with the
"56 77 it should be avoided.

The very best plan to master the

"56" is to first practice turning with a 35 pound weight.

The

amount of work with the weight should not be indulged in as
freely as with the hammer, shot

or

discus, as the strain of the

throw more or less lacerates the muscles of the back and stomach and is exceptionally distressing on the diaphragm.

About

half a dozen throws per day will be sufficient for the most robust
candidate.
A man in training for the "56" may almost eat anything he
pleases, but he must not bolt his. food or use stimulants to excess. He should at all times endeavor to keep his stomach in
good order.

5•.
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THE DISCUS
The discus, on account of its unwieldly shape, is the most uncertain of the weight events, and the one for which the least.
amount of muscular power is required.

A lithe, wiry, snappy

fellow can at all times expect to throw it well, while often a
man who is in the front rank with the "56" or hammer may
find much trouble in grasping the real knack.

He, perhaps, ap-

plies his power at the wrong moment and instead of the disc
being sent flying away for a big distance it goes whirling in the
air and, falls to the ground -o or 8o feet from the circle.
The most vital part of discus throwing is to learn how to scale
it and at the proper elevation.

First of all it is necessary that

the athlete should learn to get a proper hold on the implement,.
as it conduces to a good method of scaling.

In holding the

discus it should lie flat against the palm of the hand, with the
fingers spread out and the tips covering the outer edge.

The

thumb should be straightened at an angle of about 45 degrees .
against the convex part, to steady the missile in making the attempt.

Some athletes try to grasp the edge of the disc with the-

foremost joint of the fingers, but this should be avoided, as it
hampers the free use of the arm.
After the athlete finds he can hold the discus comfortably he
should then try a few standing throws.

The stationary position

is preferred for gaining a line on the proper scaling method..
Each day about a dozen trials. should be taken; this way, after
which about as many more should be tried with. a turn.
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In the development of the game so far, only one turn is found
to be possible from the seven-foot circle, though, as time wears
on, men may develop the double turn with success.

To make this

DISCUS DIAGRAM.

LEFT

2

%3
FIGHT

Pivot
,
Pivot

on the left foot (No. 2), bring the right on No. 1 around to No. 3. `then
again on No. 3, slant the left to No. 4, and without delay, reverse the feet,
bringing the right to No. 5.

turn the athlete should place the right foot on Fig. i and the
left on Fig.

2.

The body should stoop forward somewhat, while

the arm holding the discus should be held as far out from the

THE FINISH WITH THE BODY BALANCED ON THE RIGHT FOOT.
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body as possible; and as a preliminary movement before starting
to turn, the discus should be swung backward and forward a
few times.

He should then be standing in the circle with the

right foot on Fig. i and the left on Fig. a.

After the thrower

has thus gathered a little momentum, he should start to turn by
pivoting on the left foot (No. a), the right being brought around
to Fig. 3.

Here another pivot should be made and the left

foot should land out to the point of the circle, at Fig. 4.

Then,

a quick hop should be taken while the legs are being reversed,
the right foot landing'on Fig. 5, and as the right shoulder comes
forward, the arm . should be brought .quickly around and the
discus sent scaling away.

By following the plan of the diagram

the athlete will execute a sort of a waltz, step across the circle, which is better than a complete jump around, used by so
many unsuccessful discus throwers.

On account of being so

light, many athletes are of the impression that the main part
of the effort should be contributed by the arm, but this is a
mistake,

as

the more proficient performer relies for a rapid turn

of the body, reserving the arm for a final sweep.
Like ball playing or other light exercises, a man can throw
the. discus all day lcng without feeling anyway exhausted.

At

first lie cannot throw it too often until he has acquired the proper
style, after which about a dozen throws per day will be sufficient,
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Lead, 56-1b. weight.

Athletio

LONDON, W.D.
Goods

Dealers.

1\

ATHLETIC
;,GOODS

ATHLETIC
GOODS
I

C

SPA LDING HAMMER
With Wire Handle.
Guaranteed Correct in Weight.
LEAD

No.

9

No. 10

I2 -lb.,

Lead, Practice

...

z6-lb., Lead, Regulation

each 20/„ 21/-

IRON
No. 12

8-lb., Iron, juvenile

No. 14

z2 -lb.,

No. 15

r6-lb., Iron, Regulation

EXTRA WIRE
No. FH For above hammers

Lt

„ 11/6

Iron, Practice

14/6
16/-

HANDLES
...

„

2/9

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
317 and 318, High Holborn.

And

of

all

Athletic

LONDON, W.C.

Goods

IDealers.

N

)I

ATHLETIC
GOODS

ATHLETIC
GOODS

REGULATION
(LEAD

AND

SHOT

IRON)

As used at the University Meetings.
Guaranteed Correct in Weight.
No. 19

16-lb., Lead ...

No. 21

I2 -lb.,

Lead ...

12/-

No. 23

z6-lb., Iron ...

7/-

No. 25

I2 -lb.,

Iron ...

5/6

8-lb., Iron ...

4/6

No. 18

each 15/-

INDOOR SHOT
With

our , improved

leather

cover.

Does not lose weight when

used constantly.
No.

3

12 =1b.

...

...

each 25/-

No.

4

16-lb. ...

„ 28/-

No. 26

8-lb. ...

22/-

A. G. SPALDING
317 and 318, High Holhorn,

& BROS.
LONDON, W.C.

C
And

of

alY

ZLtlzletic

Goods

Dealers.

1 OOD S

ATHLETIC
G

r•

p

•'

5"o'

ATHLETIC
° GOODS

SPALDING OLYMPIC DISCUS?.)

Since the introduction
at
has

the

Olympic

been

Games,

recognized

competitions

of Discus Throwing, which
at Athens,

as .
the

because

it

in

Official

1896,

the

Discus,

conforms exactly to

was revived

Spalding Discus

and is used in all
the official rules in

every respect, and

is

and London, 19oS.

Packed in sealed box, and guaranteed absolutely

exactly the same as used at Athens,

1906,

CO:
I
CCL
Each

21/-

Saleroom.-: 3I7 & 3I8, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Telegrams :"SPALDETIc,

Telephone: CITY, 230.

LONDON."

29, Haymarket , London, S.W.

Telephone: CITY, 241.

78, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Telephone: CITY, 446.

3, South Charlotte Street (Princes Street,) Edinburgh.
Telegrams: GoLr ,EDINBURGH."
57,

Telephone: CENTRAL,

4§20.

New Street (Under the Clock ), Birmingham.
Telegrams:'' CRICKET, BIRMINGHAAL" Telephone: CENTRAL,

6721.

4, Oxford Street , Manchester.
Telegrams: ''SPALDETIC,AIANCHESTEIZ."

Telephone: CENTIZAI•,

64.

68, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.
Telegrams :"TENNis,

Telephone: CENTRAL 2823.

GLASGO%v."

75, Lord Street , Liverpool.
Telegrams.

A.
.nimcl

G.
of

"TENNIS,

LIvERPooL."

SPALDING

all

Telephone: BANE, 471G.

& BROS.

Goods

Dealers.

i

\

I

i

STRIKING
BAGS

STRIKING
BAGS

1

Wall Braced Style

No. F-R.

Complete, without Bag

. . each 20/-

Made by
A.
Zsd

G.

SPALDING

of all Jithl®tac

G

& BROS.
®oc1E;

Dea6l4!trs.

J

THE

STRIKING

SPALDING

J.

)7

BAGS

No. 19.

25/- each.

This bag is made from the highest quality Patna kid, the lightest
and strongest of leather. Sewed with linen thread, double stitched,
and red welted seams. Especially suitable for exhibition work,
and a very fast bag.
OTHER QUALITIES:

20/-, 18/6, 181-, 13/-, 12/6, 10/6, 8/6, 7/-, 61- each.

1

Made by A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
And

of

all

AtYaletzc

moods

Dealers.

a

BOXING
GLOVES

As used in International Contests throughout the world.
ti ndOUbtedly in every respect aperfect glove.
Made in wine-coloured Cape leather in 5, 6, and 8 oz. weights.

Price I8/6 per set,
Salerooms : 317 & 318, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Telegrams :"SPALDF,TIC, LONDON."

Telephone: CITY, 230.

29, Haymarket, London, S.W. Telephone: CITY, 241.
78, Cheapside, London, E.G. Telephone: CITY, 446.
3, South Charlotte Street (Princes Street,) Edinburgh.
Telegrams: GoLr,,I:vINBURGii."

Telephone: CENTRAL, 4420.

57, New Street (Under the Clock), Birmingham.
Telegrams:" CRICKET, BIRMINGHAM." Telephone: CENTRAL, 6721.

4, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Telegrams :`'SI'AI,I)ETIC,AIA\C[IFSTER." Telephone :CENTRAL, 64.

68, Buchanan. Street, Glasgow.
Telegrams: "TENNis, GLASGO\V."

75, Lord Street, Liverpool.

Telephone: CENTRAL 2823.

Telegrams: "TENNIS, LIVERPOOL."

A.
And

G.
of

all

SPALDING
Athletic

Telephone: BANK, 4716.

& BROS.

Goods

Dealer,

8

THIS is afac-simile of the Grand

Prize awarded to A. G. Spalding & Bros. for
the finest and most complete line of Athletic Goods exhibited at the Univer-

sal Exposition, Paris, 1900. It is the highest award given for any exhibit and is
exclusively granted for the best goods in that particular class,

W

r

I

4Ib

Eaim to make this trade-mark abadge of honor,

standing for all that is best
in Athletic Goods. In manufacturing it is never knowingly put on anything the quality of which is not believed to be the best it is possible to produce
for the price. Our business experience extends over a period of nearly thirty
years, and coupled with unequalled facilities for manufacturing we can assure
our customers that an article which bears the Spalding trade-mark will stand
the test. Spalding Athletic Goods are the standard of quality, recognized as
such by the United States Government in the various departments where athletic
goods are used—notably the Army and Navy—endorsed in the highest possible
manner, e., by the test of continual use in all the principal universities, colleges
and preparatory schools of that country, and last, but by no means least, approved
universally by every man, woman and child who desires athletic goods of highest
possible quality at prices that are fair and moderate.

is

I

ATHLETIC LIBRARY
An

Encyclopedia

Sports

and

Each.,-book

.
with
with"

of

Sport.

-Pastimes,,, Indoor
complete

illustrations

in

and

J. <

w

Devoted

to

al.1

an d Outdoor.

itself ,

and' - replete '-

valuable

"information

Price -•6d. each
GRAND

E'.nizF

G RAND -P'RiX

SP A L,
D_-1
NG
THLETIC, GOODS
ARE THE

STANDARD OF-IrHE`" WORLD

31'l and 318 ; HIGH' HOLBORN; LON-DON,' W:C .
29,Haymarket;London,S.W.

_

4 78,Cheapside.

London- E.C.

68, Buchannan Street, Glasgow.
3,SouthCharlotte Street,'Edin burg h.
57, New Street, Birmingham.

4,0xford Street & 1;Lower Moseley Street, Manchester.
& 72, Lord Street, Liverpool.
j

Price 69 Nett

J
10,I•••W•••••••a••wN•►•••U•►•1a

•ni111 ,"..- - -

•/rianrnnni;rr•iCi((4Itd•Yllri►(Iff4l•l►lllRll►11! ►•lutl•u•••••'t`'4

BRI'T`ISH SPORTS PUBUSU NG COMPANY LP
II 2&3 mm" Court, Fleet Street, London E.C.

